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Black Friday challenges & opportunities

Bargain hunters spent a record $7.4bn1 online on Black Friday 2019, snapping up 
computers, tablets, smartphones and smart TVs at discounted rates. However, 2019 
was also a record-breaking year for website outages, with businesses unable to 
handle the surges of shoppers hitting their virtual stores.

Most online retailers receive a spike in website traffic of 10x normal levels. As a result, 
Black Friday and Cyber Monday shoppers break sales records year after year, fueling 
longer flash sale periods spanning the week prior to the traditional one-day Black 
Friday event. It also brings danger and disruption as many websites do not have the 
infrastructure to support such huge surges of traffic.

Poor website performance can be measured in terms of lost customers and revenue, 
that’s something that eCommerce brands simply can’t afford during the biggest sales 
event of the year. Consumers typically set out with the specific intent to purchase 
a big-ticket item and will readily seek an alternative if their first port-of-call fails to 
deliver, therefore doubling the damage of downtime when money is put directly into 
the hands of a competitor.

What can we expect from Black Friday and Cyber Monday 2020? Total internet use 
increased by 70% in March as millions of citizens around the world were told to stay at 
home during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Many who had limited experience shopping online, were driven online for most of 
their essential retail needs and as a result, eCommerce organisations were required to 
assess their infrastructure to accommodate ongoing large volumes of traffic.

We can predict that this shift in consumer behaviour will lead to more bargain hunters 
heading online and away from physical stores for their Black Friday and Cyber 
Monday deals than ever in 2020.

Without proactive and pre-emptive solutions in place, spikes in inbound web traffic can 
put additional strains on the website experience when website and app infrastructure 
cannot support the additional visitors. This leads to a poor customer experience, 
website or app failure, and of course impacts revenue, customer satisfaction and 
brand reputation.

This paper will highlight the risks traffic spikes pose to your eCommerce website and 
provide you with best practice strategies for ensuring website uptime and high levels 
of performance during busy shopping periods.

Keeping your website online for Black Friday

Source:

1. TechCrunch, Black Friday sees record 7.4bn in online sales 2.9bn spent using smartphones

https://techcrunch.com/2019/11/30/black-friday-sees-record-7-4b-in-online-sales-2-9b-spent-using-smartphones/
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Online retailers plan and make improvements 
throughout the year in preparation for Black Friday. 
It’s hardly surprising when you consider that the 
average order value in the US was $168 in 20192, 
that’s a 5.9% increase on Black Friday 2018.

The UK saw similarly astronomical numbers, with total 
transactions up 7.2% year-on-year3 from £1.4bn to an 
estimated £1.6bn. When taking into consideration that 
the UK adult population is just 20% of that of the US, 
these figures illustrate just how important Black Friday 
is to the UK economy.

Black Friday revenue is growing year-on-year just as 
customer behaviour is evolving. In 2018, 51% of Black 
Friday traffic came from smartphone devices, vs. 58% 
in 2019. Although there is still a discrepancy in traffic 
vs. revenue by device, the gap is gradually closing, in 
2018 just 31% of Black Friday purchases were made via 
a smartphone, vs. 36% in 2019.4 This shift in shopping 
behaviour is significant for retailers who must ensure 
a perfect omnichannel experience to retain customers 
throughout the buying process; from browsing to 
purchasing their merchandise.

How much website traffic should you expect 
and plan for?

Year-on-year, news reports show in-store chaos at 
numerous Black Friday sales events as customers 
battle to get their hands on the latest promotional 
items. It is therefore not surprising to see an increased 
proportion of all Black Friday spending coming through 
online channels rather than exclusively via brick and 
mortar stores. 

On average, our customer numbers show website 
traffic to be between 10 and 30 times higher on Black 
Friday vs. other sales days.

It is uneconomical to provide enough infrastructure 
to cope with Black Friday spikes all year round, and 
auto-scaling of elastic resources can be too slow in 
reacting to sudden influxes of traffic. By the time more 
infrastructure has come online, the spike in traffic 
has caused the existing web servers to crash. The 
obvious solution would be to scale in advance of the 
sales event, but not all existing infrastructure is 100% 
scalable as they are not cloud-ready.

Even if the additional load bearing servers come 
into production in time, the systems they integrate 
with such as payment processing could become the 
next bottleneck. Either of these situations could lead 
to the loss of consumer trust in your systems and 
severely damage the remainder of your holiday season  
eCommerce plans.

Source:

2. TechCrunch, Black Friday sees record 7.4bn in online sales 2.9bn spent using smartphones

3. Salecycle, 11 Black Friday and Cyber Monday Online Retail Stats

4. Salecycle, 11 Black Friday and Cyber Monday Online Retail Stats

The eCommerce event of the year

https://techcrunch.com/2019/11/30/black-friday-sees-record-7-4b-in-online-sales-2-9b-spent-using-smartphones/
https://www.salecycle.com/blog/featured/11-black-friday-and-cyber-monday-online-retail-stats/#:~:text=2019%20Black%20Friday%20sales%20in,pounds%20spent%20in%20the%20UK.&text=49%25%20of%20all%20online%20goods,to%2031%25%20in%202018).
https://www.salecycle.com/blog/featured/11-black-friday-and-cyber-monday-online-retail-stats/
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The most important operational challenge for online retailers this Black Friday and 
Cyber Monday is ensuring 100% website uptime, while preventing website slowdown, 
in a timely and cost-effective manner. Maximising availability and performance is 
essential to driving revenue, but overspending on infrastructure eats into profits.

The holiday season should be peak season for online retailers, and yet website failure 
can wipe out that peak leaving your competitors to scoop up your customers.

Protecting website uptime

On average, website downtime costs retailers £57,000 per hour on Black Friday, which 
is £1.3m over the course of the day. Not only do website crashes result in a loss of 
revenue from missed conversions, but they also leave customers dissatisfied, more 
likely to complain and less likely to return.

There are also resource costs associated with fixing and maintaining websites 
following a crash.

To make things worse, advertising budget pushing on-sale items is wasted and could 
even send customers to competitors, helping them maximise revenue while your 
business is left fixing the eCommerce platform.

Preventing website slowdown

Almost eight in 10 customers are less likely to buy from a slow site. As a server 
approaches maximum capacity, the load speed slows, creating a poorer customer 
experience.

More Black Friday Week product price drops happen online than in store, and as a 
result, customers demand better service from eCommerce websites to ensure they 
can secure the item before it sells out. Amongst many other benefits, improving online 
service translates into decreasing load times and making payment simple and easy.

Did you know mobile customers expect web pages to load in less than four seconds? 
A one-second delay can cause a 7% reduction in conversions. 

However, it is essential to understand that performance slowdowns are progressive, 
and the impact of poor performance will also be non-linear. A one-second slowdown 
will not be the same between three and four seconds as between eight and nine 
seconds, and 14 and 15 seconds. There comes a point where the benefit of flowing 
additional users through the system is outweighed by the impact on performance and 
therefore conversion. Careful management of this can ensure maximum throughput 
of transactions.

Challenges
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Scaling a website’s infrastructure to match peak traffic 
is often economically unsustainable. The traditional 
approach was to estimate how much capacity would 
be needed and then ensure that enough infrastructure 
was in place to sufficiently deliver that capacity (plus 
some assumed growth and contingency). When applied 
to large, short-term spikes, this approach results in 
oversized infrastructure and wasted costs. A new 
approach is needed to manage capacity.

Businesses must evaluate the benefit of the additional 
traffic vs. the cost of supporting that traffic. There are 
three ways of managing this:

• Controlling the flow of users in by staggering 
advertising and lengthening promotions; this 
may not always be a desirable option during a 
competitive sales event.

• Elastically scaling infrastructure.

• Managing the flow of users into the website with 
a virtual waiting room solution.

Fig. 1 illustrates the risks associated with increasing your available infrastructure all year round. There will 
be instances of excessive waste and no guarantee that you are accommodating for traffic spikes. 
In contrast, a virtual waiting room queuing solution allows you to maximise throughput of customers to 
increase transactions during the busy holiday period, with 100% website uptime guaranteed.

Unused infrastructure 
wasted costs

Capacity Traffic 

Scaling website infrastructure
fig 1:
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Online sales opportunities

In November 2019, online sales accounted for 21.5% of total retail 
sales. However, online spending over the 2020 holiday season is 
likely to look somewhat different. 

The COVID-19 pandemic is driving a significant shift in buyer 
behaviour that we can see start to take shape in March 2020, when 
online sales accounted for 22%5 of total retail sales. That’s already 
higher than during the 2019 holiday season.   

By April 2020 online sales had rocketed to 30% of total sales 
and grew a further 2.8%6 in May; a 74.5% increase vs. May 2019. 
Consumers are becoming accustomed to shopping online, and while 
we’re yet to see if this is a trend that will stick, we can predict that 
online sales figures will exceed last year’s, and retailers will need to 
prepare accordingly.

Electronics

5x higher 
Avg. spend = $214

Sporting goods

4.5x higher 
Avg. spend = $101

General merchandise

2.5x higher 
Avg. spend = $55

Clothing & shoes

4x higher 
Avg. spend = $81

How did customers spend in 2019?
Sales on Black Friday 2019 vs. a typical Friday 7

Source:

5. ONS, Internet sales as a percentage of total retail sales (ratio) (%)

6. ONS, Internet sales as a percentage of total retail sales (ratio) (%)

7. First Data, Black Friday Infographic

https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/timeseries/j4mc/drsi
https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/timeseries/j4mc/drsi
https://www.firstdata.com/spendtrend/2019/black_friday_infographic.pdf
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Implement a virtual waiting room

Maintain your website’s availability and performance 
with TrafficDefender’s virtual waiting room solution. 
TrafficDefender guarantees that traffic will continue 
to flow through your site, even if the volume of traffic 
is greater than your capacity, using a scalable, cloud-
based virtual waiting room to ensure your business is 
always available and serving your products with ease 
and certainty.

Let your customers know that they’re in your queue 
with TrafficDefender’s fully configurable and completely 
white-labelled queuing screen. Keep every user up to 
date with estimated waiting times, updated in real-time 
and ensuring your visitor's waiting room experience is 
consistent with your brand.

Control bot traffic

It’s not just the large amount of legitimate traffic that 
can slow down your website. Cyber-attackers cause 
automated bots to target eCommerce websites with 
excessive traffic and brute force attacks that take sites 
down, and often drive the user to a competitor.

Reducing the number of bots on your server 
infrastructure allows more online shoppers to access 
your website. Implementing a bot management solution 
helps maximise Black Friday sales revenue and mitigate 
the risk of a server slow down or failure, by quickly and 
accurately identifying non-human traffic hitting your 
web platform.

Performance assurance testing

Simulate visitors to your website to establish its 
capacity. Use this data to inform any redevelopment 
required. If your website’s breaking point is lower than 
expected, then explore short term fixes prior to Black 
Friday.

Guarantee 100% uptime and performance
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A virtual waiting room is a layer specifically designed to 
protect website infrastructure from being overloaded by 
spikes in traffic that exceed the capacity of your website 
infrastructure.

Online queues are configured with the virtual waiting 
room to immediately kick in when a set number of 
visitor connections are made to the website, mobile 
backend or API. Any additional visitors are redirected to 
a secure landing page, where they are put in a first-in-
first-out queue and are granted access to the website 
when resource capacity becomes available.

With a virtual waiting room in place:

• Websites are fully protected from any surprise 
spikes in traffic

• Services remain available to customers

• The customer experience is protected with 
customizable queuing pages

• Customers are kept up to date with their queue 
position in real time

Enter the virtual waiting room

CUSTOMERS

AVAILABLE CAPACITY

WEB APPLICATION
CAPACITY REACHED

VIRTUAL WAITING
ROOM INITIATED

WEBSITE ACCESS
GRANTED

1
23
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DNS based for rapid implementation and 
enterprise wide protection

Implementation

TrafficDefender’s Virtual Waiting Room can be implemented in minutes as it does 
not require any code changes to your website. Instead, a single redirection protects 
your entire website infrastructure, enabling our larger customers to deploy more than 
10,000 sites in a single, rapid implementation. 

Having worked with some of the world’s largest retailers as well as high-profile 
ticketing platforms, the Virtual Waiting Room works seamlessly with most CDNs and 
platforms such as Magento, IBM WebSphere, Fastly, CloudFlare, SalesForce and more. 

With mobile native app support your mobile customers are protected with the same 
fair queue as your online customers.

Full stack protection

Sitting in front of the infrastructure allows TrafficDefender’s Virtual Waiting Room to 
provide additional protection for load balancers, Web Application Firewalls (WAFs) and 
app and database servers; not just the website. Inspecting all requests that pass in and 
out of the web server ensures full visibility and control of all traffic, enabling an accurate 
number of visitors on any part of the site at any one time.
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Security and scalability

As with any enterprise-class solution, TrafficDefender’s Virtual Waiting Room is not 
only secure, it’s completely scalable. Any requests that pass through the system are 
HTTPS encrypted and never stored, enabling us to be PCI compliant. 

The solution is hosted on highly available, distributed cloud infrastructure (with 
complete failover protection), this has enabled it to achieve 100% availability since 
inception in 2014 and has been load tested to over 2 million concurrent users with no 
performance degradation.

Customisable waiting experience

Keep your customers informed with a branded queuing screen detailing their place in 
the queue and the estimated waiting time. 

The waiting room page is fully configurable and completely white-labelled, so your 
visitor’s waiting room experience is always consistent with your brand. You can 
even entertain your customers while they wait with videos, Twitter feeds, games and 
special offers. 
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1. Increased control

Only a DNS based approach will ensure full visibility and 
control of all traffic.  All requests passing in and out of 
the system are inspected, enabling an accurate number 
of visitors on any part of the site at any one time.

2. Enhanced queue security

Being in-line at a DNS level improves security by 
allowing you to restrict access to your system to only 
the IP addresses of the TrafficDefender platform. This 
means that no one can bypass the Virtual Waiting 
Room.

3. Full stack protection

By positioning the solution in the cloud in front of the 
infrastructure, you can provide protection for load 
balancers, WAFs, application and database servers; not 
just the website.

4. Customer experience and trust

In-line DNS integrates as a seamless layer into the 
customers’ purchasing journey, so that customers are 
never redirected to an external URL.

5. Quick & easy implementation

DNS does not require any code changes to the 
website, a single redirection covers all aspects of the 
website infrastructure, enabling our larger customers 
to deploy more than 10,000 sites in a single, rapid 
implementation.

6. Achieve compliance

Requests pass through the solution as encrypted 
HTTPS traffic, but are not stored, enabling the solution 
to be both PCI and GDPR compliant.

7. Unrivalled 100% website uptime

Hosting the solution on a highly available, distributed 
cloud infrastructure with complete fail over protection, 
ensures our DNS solution achieves 100% availability.

8. Guaranteed business user access

The ability to whitelist specific users or locations 
ensures that no in-store or call centre employee is 
placed within a waiting room when trying to place a 
customer order or access stocking information.

9. Instant access for VIP customers

Give direct, priority access to your site for those that 
need it or to reward loyal, returning and high-spending 
customers.

10. Instant removal

The DNS based solution, combined with 
TrafficDefender’s passive mode functionality, allows 
for the Virtual Waiting Room to be instantly added to or 
removed from your website with the click of a button. 

11. Ultra-low latency

Proven to perform all interactions sub 1 milli-second, in 
front of some of the world’s busiest websites.

12. Superior scalability

Further to customer reports, DNS solutions have been 
load tested to over 2 million concurrent users with no 
sign of performance degradation or instability.

The benefits of a DNS based solution
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Summary

It has never been more important to ensure 100% website 
availability. In the digital era, customers require instant 
access to your website and a failure to meet this expectation 
will quickly drive them to the competition.

A one second delay can result in a 7% loss in conversions, 
and a two second delay during a transaction leads to 
shopping cart abandonment rates of up to 87%.

During the busiest sales event of the year, such losses 
simply are not affordable. It is vital that your business has 
the infrastructure in place to protect web performance and 
the customer experience.

TrafficDefender ensures your infrastructure only ever 
receives the visitors it’s able to manage, allowing you to 
guarantee availability, protect customer experience and 
maximise revenue. When the maximum number of visitors 
is reached, TrafficDefender delivers a waiting page to all 
additional visitors who are placed in a first-in-first out 
sequence. The process is fair, transparent and as pain free 
as possible.

Get started today, with quick and easy implementation and 
no changes required, talk to us at hello@tdefender.com.


